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     BSTRACT

Computer tomography has been described for the detection and characterization of different 
thoracic neoplastic diseases in dogs, both primary and metastatic. Its use and availability in vet-
erinary medicine are rapidly increasing in the clinical setting, particularly in referral practices. 
Due to the cross-sectional nature of this modality, CT is particularly useful in the assessment of 
complex anatomical regions, such as the thoracic cavity. In this review, the most common appli-
cations of thoracic CT for the diagnosis and staging of different neoplastic processes in dogs are 
highlighted. 

SAMENVATTING

Computertomografie (CT) wordt beschreven voor de detectie en karakterisering van verschillende 
thoracale neoplastische ziekten, zowel primaire als gemetastaseerde. Het gebruik van CT neemt snel 
toe in de klinische setting in de diergeneeskunde en is steeds meer beschikbaar, met name in ver-
wijzingspraktijken. Vanwege de dwarsdoorsnede van deze modaliteit is CT bijzonder nuttig voor de 
beoordeling van complexe anatomische regio’s, zoals de thoracale holte. In dit overzichtsartikel wor-
den de meest voorkomende toepassingen van thoracale CT belicht voor de diagnose en stadiëring van 
verschillende neoplastische processen bij honden.
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INTRODUCTION

Computed tomography (CT) is nowadays widely 
used in veterinary medicine to assess thoracic diseas-
es in dogs and cats. Thoracic radiographs can still be 
considered the first-line modality, but the main limi-
tation includes the two-dimensional superimposition 
of a three-dimensional volume of information. It has 
been shown that CT leads to a more accurate assess-
ment of thoracic pathologies, providing cross-section-
al anatomic information that can aid in anatomic lo-
calization and evaluation of the extent of the disease 
(Prather, 2005). 

In a recent study by Ruby et al. (2020), the limita-
tions of conventional radiography for the differentia-
tion of mediastinal and pulmonary masses in dogs and 
cats were highlighted. Furthermore, in several stud-
ies, the performances of radiography and CT in the 
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detection of pulmonary nodules have been compared 
(Nemanic et al., 2006; Eberle et al., 2010; Otoni et al., 
2010; Alexander et al., 2012; Armbrust et al., 2012). 
CT has proven to be superior to thoracic radiographics 
in the detection of pulmonary nodules (Nemanic et 
al., 2006; Eberle et al., 2010; Alexander et al., 2012) 
and is more sensitive than radiography, particularly 
in large-breed to giant-breed dogs (Armbrust et al., 
2012). In addition, excellent interobserver diagnostic 
accuracy and agreement have been reported with CT 
(Alexander et al., 2012). 

CT TECHNIQUE FOR THORACIC IMAGING 
IN DOGS

Dogs undergoing thoracic computed tomography 
are usually under sedation or general anesthesia, and 
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it is advised to maintain them in sternal recumbency 
as lung atelectasis develops rapidly and may affect 
image quality (Bertolini et al., 2011). In a recent study 
by Hunt et al. (2021), CT images obtained in dogs 
under sedation showed a lower percentage of poorly 
aerated lung than CT images obtained in anesthetized 
dogs; in the same study, the use of sedation protocols 
has been described. Nevertheless, the use of general 
anesthesia allows the acquisition of the images during 
a phase of apnea, limiting the motion artifacts related 
to the respiration, and therefore increasing the quality 
and the clinical usefulness of the CT study. 

For thoracic CT, the acquisition of high resolution 
data is recommended for the morphological assess-
ment of thoracic diseases in dogs, as in human medi-
cine. With advanced multi-detector CT scanners (with 
16 or more rows), the acquisition of thoracic images 
can be performed with narrow, near-isotropic colli-
mation and a narrow reconstruction interval, to allow 
the visualization of datasets in any spatial plane. A 
complete evaluation of the thoracic structures in dogs 
requires pre- and post-contrast series. In particular, 
contrast-enhanced series are useful for the assessment 
of extrapulmonary structures (Schwarz et al., 2011; 
Bertolini, et al. 2011).

Different display parameters, especially window 
width (WW) and window level (WL), are used in or-
der to interpret thoracic CT data. For lung evaluation, 
the following parameters are commonly used: 1500-
2000 HU WW, -500 HU WL, while for mediastinal 
structures, the WW is usually set at 400 HU and WL 
at +40 HU (Petite et al., 2011; Schwarz et al., 2011). 

CT OF THE LUNGS

Primary pulmonary neoplasia

Bronchoalveolar carcinoma is the most common 
primary lung tumor in dogs. Other tumor types in-
clude acinar or papillary adenocarcinoma, squamous 

cell carcinoma, anaplastic carcinoma and rarely, pri-
mary sarcoma (McNeil et al., 1997).

Canine primary lung tumors, in particular carci-
noma, are typically seen radiographically as a well-
circumscribed soft-tissue solitary mass, while lobar 
consolidation and diffuse forms of primary lung tu-
mors are less commonly observed (Miles et al., 1988). 
CT characteristics of primary lung tumors have been 
previously described in the veterinary literature. They 
appear to be bronchocentric in origin, with the bron-
chi typically narrowed, displaced and often obstruct-
ed by the tumor (Marolf et al., 2011). Most solitary 
tumors are well circumscribed, with the presence of 
internal air bronchograms, and have mild to moder-
ate heterogeneous contrast enhancement (Marolf et 
al., 2011). Associated findings include the presence 
of pulmonary metastases, mineralization within the 
mass and tracheobronchial lymphadenopathy (Marolf 
et al., 2011). These characteristics particularly apply 
to pulmonary carcinomas (Figure 1). 

The most common CT findings in dogs with tho-
racic histiocytic sarcoma have been described in a 
retrospective study by Tsai et al. (2012) (Figure 2). 
The presence of intrathoracic lymphadenopathy and 
pulmonary masses are the most common features of 
this disease, and in particular right middle lung lobe 
masses are significantly more common than masses in 
any other lung lobe (Tsai et al., 2012). At CT exami-
nation, the majority of histiocytic sarcomas are mildly 
to moderately enhancing, heterogeneous, poorly mar-
ginated and bronchocentric (Tsai et al., 2012). 

Although being solid in most of the cases, pulmo-
nary adenocarcinoma in dogs, can also present as a 
cavitary pulmonary mass on CT (Figure 3). Common 
features include lesions in the caudal lung lobes, lobu-
lar and spiculated lesion margins, presence of air bron-
chograms within the mass and heterogeneous contrast 
enhancement (Parry et al., 2021). In a recent study by 
Bello et al. (2021), transformation of cystic airspace 
lesions in pulmonary carcinoma has been described 
in two dogs, and the monitoring of cystic airspace le-

Figure 1. Transverse images of the caudal thorax of a dog with pulmonary adenocarcinoma. A. Lung window; B. Pre-
contrast soft tissue window and C. Post-contrast soft-tissue window. There is a large mass at the dorsal aspect of the 
right caudal lung lobe, causing compression and displacement of the bronchus (arrow); the mass is well circumscribed 
and has heterogeneous contrast enhancement. 
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sions with thoracic CT has been recommended.
CT features of rounded atelectasis in dogs and 

cats have been recently described (Fukuda et al., 
2022; Tran et al., 2023). Rounded atelectasis is a fo-
cal lung collapse that appears as a round mass-like 
lesion in the periphery of the lung and can be misdi-
agnosed as neoplasia. Patients with rounded atelecta-
sis commonly have a history of pleural effusion and 
abnormal pleura, and CT features (i. e. broad-based, 
homogeneous lesions, located in the subpleural gra- 
vity-dependent regions of the lung) can help in the dif-
ferentiation from primary neoplasia in patients with 
concurrent inflammatory pleural disease (Fukuda et 
al., 2022; Tran et al., 2023).

Pulmonary metastases 

As already described, CT is considered superior to 
conventional radiography in the detection of pulmo-
nary nodules in dogs (Nemanic et al., 2006; Eberle et 
al., 2010; Otoni et al., 2010; Alexander et al., 2012; 
Armbrust et al., 2012) (Figure 4). In particular, the use 
of thoracic CT has been described as a fundamental 
diagnostic tool in the staging of different types of neo-
plasia, including appendicular osteosarcoma (Eberle 
et al., 2010), mammary tumors (Otoni et al., 2010), 
anal sac adenocarcinoma (Sutton et al., 2022). 

In a study by Lamb et al. (2019), the prevalence 
of pulmonary nodules in dogs with malignant neo-
plasia were estimated; the results indicated that dogs 
with hemangiosarcoma had most commonly pulmo-
nary metastases at CT, dogs with mast cell tumor 
were infrequently affected, and none of the dogs with 
squamous cell carcinoma had pulmonary metastases 
(Lamb et al., 2019). The detection of a single pulmo-
nary nodule at CT examination has to be carefully in-
terpreted as metastatic in origin, as it can potentially 
be unassociated with the presence of neoplasia (Lamb 
et al., 2019). 

CT OF THE PLEURAL SPACE

Thoracic CT can be used in dogs with pleural ef-
fusion to detect the underlying cause. Several studies 
have aimed to identify CT features that could be used 
to distinguish malignant pleural neoplasia from pleu-
ritis (Watton et al., 2017; Reetz et al., 2018). Although 
there is a considerable overlap, dogs with malignant 
pleural effusions are older than dogs with pleuritis; on 
CT, they frequently show more severe pleural thick-
ening and tend to have costal pleural and pulmonary 
masses (Watton et al., 2017; Reetz et al., 2018). 

CT characteristics of pleural space masses and 
nodules have been described in patients with neopla-
sia (mesothelioma and carcinoma) and less frequently 
in dogs with benign diseases (pleuritis, pyothorax) 
(Reetz et al., 2012). Dogs with pleural masses com-
monly present with pleural effusion, and post-contrast 

Figure 2. Dorsal reconstruction of the post-contrast 
images of the thorax of a dog diagnosed with a histio-
cytic sarcoma. An irregular, heterogeneous pulmonary 
mass is noticed in the left cranial lung lobe (between 
arrowheads) together with markedly enlarged middle 
tracheobronchial lymph node (arrow).

Figure 3. Transverse image of the caudal thorax of a 
dog with pulmonary adenocarcinoma, showing a large 
mass in the left caudal lung lobe, characterized by the 
presence of an intraparenchymal gas-filled lesion (cavi-
tary mass). 
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CT is helpful in delineating the lesions from the effu-
sion (Reetz et al., 2012). Furthermore, CT has proven 
to be important as guidance for further diagnostic pro-
cedures, such as thoracoscopy and exploratory thora-
cotomy (Reetz et al., 2012). 

The widespread dissemination of metastatic neo-
plastic cells in the peritoneal and pleural space has 
been described in dogs both in case of carcinoma (car-

cinomatosis) and sarcoma (sarcomatosis). In a recent 
study by Wenston et al. (2021), well-defined nodules 
with a heterogeneous contrast enhancement were 
more suggestive of sarcomatosis, while carcinomato-
sis nodules are poorly defined, with a homogeneous 
contrast enhancement (Wenston et al., 2021). 

Mesothelioma is a rare tumor affecting the epithe-
lial lining of a coelomic cavity. CT characteristics in 
dogs have been rarely described and include pleural 
effusion and multiple areas of soft tissue thickening 
along the body wall with concomitant areas of sub-
pleural thickening (Echandi et al., 2007). 

CT OF THE MEDIASTINUM

Mediastinal masses

Mediastinal masses are relatively common in 
dogs. Malignancies include lymphoma, thymoma, 
neurogenic tumor, paraspinal tumor, ectopic thyroid 
or parathyroid tumor, and heart-base tumors. CT is 
useful in the presurgical staging of cranial mediasti-
nal masses in dogs (Yoon et al., 2004). Thymoma is 
the second most common cranial mediastinal mass in 
dogs (Figure 5); CT features of this neoplasm have 
been recently described. Thymoma can be small and 
well-circumscribed or large and invasive, and it is 
usually heterogeneously contrast enhancing. Larger 
tumors are more likely to have cystic appearance and 
can be associated with vascular invasion and recur-
rence after surgical resection (von Staede et al., 2019). 

Cranial mediastinal lymphomas and thymomas 

Figure 4. Two transverse images of the lungs of the same dog diagnosed with a mammary carcinoma. Two rounded, 
well-defined, pulmonary nodules (between circles) of different size are seen in two different lung lobes (A. right cranial 
and B. right caudal lobes).

Figure 5. Transverse CT image of the post-contrast se-
ries of the cranial mediastinum of a dog diagnosed with 
thymoma. Well-defined, irregular, heterogeneous cra-
nial mediastinal mass (between circle) associated with 
bilateral pleural effusion (asterisks).
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can be difficult to differentiate, both clinically and ra-
diographically. Some CT features have been described 
in order to distinguish these two tumor types: thymic 
epithelial neoplasms tend to occur in older dogs and 
are more heterogeneous, whereas mediastinal lym-
phomas appear to be homogeneous and more likely 
to envelop the cranial vena cava (Reeve et al., 2019). 

Thoracic lymphadenopathy

Different lymph nodes are visible at CT exami-
nation in dogs: sternal, cranial mediastinal and tra-
cheobronchial lymph nodes are typically assessed 
for metastatic disease in case of thoracic neoplasia 
(Kayanuma et al., 2020). Tracheobronchial lymph-
adenopathy can be present in dogs with primary lung 
tumors and is better detected at CT examination than 
by thoracic radiography (Paoloni et al., 2006). A sig-
nificantly lower survival time has been described in 
dogs with high-grade lung tumors and metastases to 
tracheobronchial lymph nodes (Paoloni et al., 2006). 
A maximum tracheobronchial lymph node diameter 
greater than 12 mm is suggestive for metastatic dis-
ease, as well as heterogenous or ring pattern of con-
trast enhancement (Ballegeer et al., 2010). 

The sternal lymph nodes are important in the stag-
ing of both thoracic and abdominal neoplasia, as well 
as mammary gland complex neoplasia (Iwasaki et al., 
2018). Sternal lymphadenopathy has been frequently 
detected in dogs with multicentric lymphoma, splenic 
hemangiosarcoma and histiocytic sarcoma, and in a 
multitude of different neoplasia (Smith et al., 2012) 
(Figure 6). Enlargement of the sternal lymph node 
is however not restricted to (primary or metastatic) 
neoplasia but can be associated with infectious or in-
flammatory processes. In a recent study by Iwasaki et 
al. (2018), it has been shown that the sternal lymph 
node-to-second sternebra ratio is significantly higher 
in metastatic than in reactive lymph nodes. 

Cardiac and muscular neoplasia

Pericardial effusion is a cardiac condition that 
results in the accumulation of fluid within the peri-
cardium and can be secondary to cardiac neoplasia. 
The most common types of cardiac neoplasia in dogs 
are hemangiosarcoma, chemodectoma and mesothe-
lioma. CT is a useful modality in the clinical setting, 
and its use is recommended in dogs with cardiac neo-
plasia as it allows a more comprehensive staging of 
the thorax and abdomen with a single study (Scollan 
et al., 2015). The use of CT increases the detection of 
pulmonary metastases, helps in the definition of tu-
mor location, and allows to assess neoplastic lesions 
in the abdominal cavity with only one modality and 
scan (Scollan et al., 2015) (Figure 7). 

Muscular metastases, including cardiac, may oc-
cur in dogs with different tumors. Whole body CT 
enables visualization of muscular metastatic lesions 

and is therefore recommended for the staging of on-
cologic patients (Vignoli et al., 2013). In a study by 
Carloni et al. (2019), hemangiosarcomas in dogs have 
been shown to have a high prevalence of muscular 
metastases; CT has been described as the best avail-
able imaging modality for the staging of these patients 
(Carloni et al., 2019). 

POSSIBLE FURTHER APPLICATIONS

Thoracic CT is widely used in veterinary medicine 
for the evaluation of thoracic structures in dogs with 
thoracic and non-thoracic neoplasia. The structures 
most commonly assessed are lungs, pleural space 
and mediastinum. Despite some minor disadvantages, 
such as the relatively high cost (when compared to 
e.g. radiography) and the need for sedation/general 

Figure 6. Sagittal reconstruction of the thorax of a dog 
with markedly enlarged sternal lymph node, seen as a 
well-defined soft tissue attenuating, contrast-enhancing 
structure dorsal to the second-third sternebrae. This 
dog was diagnosed with lymphoma. 

Figure 7. Two transverse images of A. the heart and B. 
the cranial lungs of the same dog. The CT examination 
is useful in identifying and characterizing the cardiac 
lesion, and at the same time, it permits to identify pul-
monary metastasis. 
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anesthesia, this modality is superior to other imaging 
modalities due to its intrinsic characteristics. CT ex-
amination could be used for the characterization of 
other thoracic structures, as described in human medi-
cine: CT can be a useful tool in the detection and char-
acterization of tumors of the thoracic wall (Nam et 
al., 2011) or can help in the evaluation of primary and 
metastatic processes of less studied mediastinal or-
gans, such as thymus (other than thymoma), trachea, 
esophagus, nerves and vessels (Takahashi et al., 2010; 
Jia et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2023). 

CONCLUSION

The use of thoracic CT in dogs is recommended 
both for the characterization of primary neoplasia, 
such as pulmonary or mediastinal, and for the detec-
tion of (distant) metastases in case of (non-)thoracic 
neoplasia.
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